
Fairy Wings 

Every child wants to fly, and now you can help them with these adorable wings.

If there  are boys in the class, tell them that they can make any type of animal or 
superhero that they want to make. Ask the children what also have wings? A
butterfly, a bee, Batman, a dragon....

Materials Required: 
1. Fabric, ask for the cheapest white fabric in the shop (a polycotton or similar). The

thinner the fabric the quicker it will take to dry. 
2. Sharp fabric scissors 
3. x2 Elastic bands
4. Watercolour Paint
5. Water jar 
6. Paint brush
7. Wool/ yarn or string
8. Embroidery/ thick needle
9. Beads and cut straws
10. Long string to hang the fairy wings up on. It would be ideal if you could hang it 

outside in the sun to dry. If you hag it inside, use a fan.
11. Hand towel, each child should have a hand towel (always when working with 

paint or ink).
12. Colour Koki's
13. Marker
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Fairy Wings

Cut a little cut and tear 
strips of +- 1m x 40cm thin 
white fabric. 

Now cut at a small radius to 
the star. Invest in proper 
fabric scissors then this will be 
a very easy task. 

Fold the fabric over and cut 
little holes in the corners and 
one in the middle of the 
wings. Refer to the triangles 
at step 7. We would propose 
you prep this before class as 
well. 

1 Fold your fabric in half. 2 Fold it over again. Put your 
finger on the corner where 
the star is.

3

And over again4 5 6

7 8

9
Prepare a string with an 
embroidery needle at one 
end and a bead at the other. 
String to be long enough to 
be a loose fitting necklace.  

Prepare each workstation 
with. 
• Wings
• x2 Elastic bands
• Koki’s
• Black marker
• Watercolour paint
• Jugs of water
• Apron
• Hand towel (put the hand 

towel flat on the table and 
everything on top)
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Prepare this part before the class begins

When you open it up you 
should have a quarter of a 
circle.

And when you open it up
completely, you will have 
your fairy wings.



Fairy Wings

Show slowly how to loop 

your elastic bands through 

the 2 holes in the corners. 

Let the children put the 

elastic through the hole.

10
Assist with the loop if need 

be. Pull it tight. 11
Ask all the children hold 

their wings up and show 

you that the 2 elastic 

bands are in place.  

12

Write your name with a black 

marker and start decorating 

your wings with Koki’s. They 

will jump right in  and start 

drawing. 

13
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The class starts here.

Let the children roll their 

wings into a worm. Assist 

them to tie the fabric worm 

into a knot. You don’t have to

pull it too tight.

Hand out brushes and start 

painting using watercolour 

paint. Tell them to squeeze 

their brush into the holes to 

try cover all of the white 

fabric. 

14
Some kids will be done faster 

than others. Go around and 

be the “wing police” inspect 

their work, and if they still 

have white left ask them to 

add more colour. 
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Fairy Wings

Hand out small containers 
with beads and cut straws. 
Remember that beads are a 
CHOCKING HAZARD. Always 
announce that so that 
parents can assist with 
safety. For kids younger 
than 3, hand out only cut 
straws.

Hand out the pre-prepared 
string. With the needle on 
the one end, and bead on 
the other. Let the children
start stringing their
necklace.

16 Whilst they are busy with 
step 16, collect all the 
wings. 
Untie the knot and hang
them up on a line. Look at 
the beautiful tie-dying 
effect. Have a fan ready if it 
is indoors, or hang them 
outside in the sun if you 
have the opportunity. 

17

Once the wings are dry. Let the children sit 
in a circle and hand the wings out by calling 
the names (that is written on the wings). 
Let the parents assist to tie the necklace to 
the middle hole of the wings. Have small 
pieces of string ready and put the string 
through the middle hole and tie it to the 
necklace. 

Slip the children's hands through the elastic 
bands (around the 4 fingers, thumb to be 
outside)

And lets FLY AWAY! 

19
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When they are done 
stringing the straws and 
beads. Tie the string to 
create a necklace. Let each 
child hang the necklace 
around his or her neck. Tell 
them that is it for safe-
keeping.  We are going to 
complete the craft after 
cake and games (when the 
wings are dry).
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